
VirtueMart 2 Products Anywhere

1. Installation

You can install this plugin via the Joomla Installation Manager in the backend.

After successful installation please change to the plugin manager and activate the 
"MoWebSo - system" plugin first and then the "MoWebSo VirtueMart 2 Products 
Anywhere" plugin.

2. Einstellungen

After activating the plugin, you can open it. On the right, you now have all of the settings of 
our plugins. The settings that you make here are default settings that can be overridden at 
each call of the plugin. More on that later. The settings are very self-explanatory, as it only 
comes to making decisions, whether something should be displayed or not.

3. Aufruf und Benutzung des Plugins

The plugin can be called generally wherever you can enter content in an editor, such as 
when creating a Joomla article.

Please open a Joomla article of your choice.

The shortest call for our plugin is done by:

{vmproducts id=|1,2,3|}New Products{/vmproducts}

During this call, the products are loaded with ID 1.2 and 3. In addition, a heading is 
displayed. In this example, "New Products".

As mentioned in section 2 we have just learned about the default settings. Now there is 
the opportunity to override certain default settings for each call.

Let's say that we have turned off the default settings to view the product description and 
the Order button, and want to show these two items for a single case now.

We can expand our call and add the following arguments „description=|yes|“ und 
„addtocart=|yes|“ 

Our appeal should now look like this:

{vmproducts id=|1,2,3| description=|yes| addtocart=|yes|}New Products{/
vmproducts}



Now we would see the products with the ID 1,2 and 3 with a short description of the 
product and an order button on our page.

There are many other arguments that we can use to override the default settings. Is a 
particular argument has not been specified in the call, the general setting is used that was 
made in the plugin settings.

3. Overview of all arguments

Element Argument Possible Values

product name name=|yes| yes || no

product image image=|yes| yes || no

product price price=|yes| yes || no

product link detailsbutton=|yes| yes || no

product description description=|yes| yes || no

characters
(product description)

limitdesc=|60| x-random number

product category category=|yes| yes || no

add to cart button addtocart=|yes| yes || no

custom fields customfield=|yes| yes || no

products per row perrow=|yes| Number 1 - 6

vertical separator vseparator=|yes| yes || no

horizontal separator hseparator=|yes| yes || no

layout layout=|yes| centered || list || detailed

object class containerclass=|yes| yes || no

product class itemclass=|yes| yes || no

headline header=|yes| yes || no


